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SRS Morse Code, afternoon CW Net Corner, May 2021 
 

I’m David M0WDD, one of the regular SRS                

afternoon CW net participants. In this edition 

of CW Net Corner, I’m summarising recent 

activities in the club’s afternoon CW Net.  

The net takes place on 3564 KHz daily at 

4pm.  

 

As well as this summary, I’ve also picked a 

CW theme to discuss. The theme is this 

article is about my own experiences of CW 

learning barriers.  

 

Your feedback and comments on this and 

about the afternoon CW net will be very  

welcome. You can do this by emailing the 

SRS Net team at morse@g8srs.co.uk and 

please also tell us about your own                   

experiences of learning CW.. 

 

 

Today’s SRS CW Net corner will cover: 

 

 Recap of what the afternoon CW net consists of 

 So who takes part? 

 Recent 80m net propagation and antenna performances 

 SRS CW net tests on 6M 

 Today’s CW theme: My own barriers to learning CW 

 And Finally 

 

Recap of what the afternoon CW net consists of 

Tune into 3564 KHz at 4pm on 80m any afternoon and depending on your 

QTH you may hear an hour of CW. If you cannot hear the transmissions, you 

can tune in using a Websdr such as the G0XBU Websdr at 

http://81.174.147.103:8901/ run by Ian, G0XBU, from near Jodrell Bank. 

mailto:morse@g8srs.co.uk
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The first half of the CW net is listening practice and the second half is live 

QSO practice. The listening part starts with text sent at 6wpm, mixed            

characters at 8wpm and 10 wpm, then text at 16wpm and 18 wpm. So you 

can listen to speeds that suits you, and you could try to copy at this and 

faster speeds to help with your own CW copy skills. 

 

The second half of the net is an opportunity to have a live QSO with the net 

controller Bernard, G3SHF. If you would like to try this, and you can receive 

and transmit on 3564 KHz, please email the net team at 

morse@g8srs.co.uk with your callsign and say which day or days suit you. 

The net controller can then arrange to give you a CW call at the start of the 

live QSO section on your chosen day.  

 

Should you feel nervous about a live QSO, you could just send your 

callsign once, and that will tell us you are listening. On the other hand, if 

you are familiar with the basic QSO format, you can reply in and have a 

short QSO or a longer standard QSO or rag chew. So a variety of QSO 

levels are available and the aim is to give you practice of a live QSO in a 

supportive way. So if this interests you, please do email the CW net team 

and let them know.  

 

So who takes part? 

As the SRS CW net has different sections, these attract different SRS club                 

members and non-members.  Some listen to everything and have a live 

QSO,  others sometimes listen to parts and/or have a live QSO, and others 

listen now and again. All are welcome and we encourage you to email the 

net team with signal reports, comments, and suggestions. 

 

We would particularly like to ask SRS club members interested in learning,               

refreshing or advancing your CW skills through on air listening and live 

QSO practice, or consider trying out the afternoon SRS CW net, by                 

emailing  morse@g8srs.co.uk and tell the team about your CW interests 

and plans. 

 
Regular/recent participants:  
 Bernard (Ben) G3SHF, Poynton 

 Tom M0DCG, Warrington 

 David M0WDD, Salford 

 Nigel G0RXA, Stockport 

 Chris 2E0KJC, Tameside 
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Regular Visitors 

 Evan M0TJU, Stockport 

 Mike M6MPC, Glossop 

 Dave G0LZL, Partington 

 Tim GW4VXE, Goodwick, Wales 

 Chris G5VZ, Pontefract 

 

Regular listeners:  

 Elaine 2E1BVS, Hyde 

 Simon M0AVV, St Albans 

 Phil G0BVD, North Devon 

 Bob G4GDG, Manchester 

 Keith G8VMP, St Albans 

 Keith G4WHF Stockport 

 
As well as taking part in the 80m net,                            

participants have experienced interesting       

propagation conditions over the last 12 months, 

and noted differences in antenna  performances 

between local net participants.  

 

Recent 80m net propagation and antenna 

performances 

 

It is interesting to note that 80m propagation  

between local net participants can vary by the minute, with signals subject 

to QSB and lift much of the time to different degrees, and with QSB           

gradually reducing towards dusk.   

 

At other times, QSB effects and improved signal conditions can be more 

pronounced, so local 80m CW net propagation can be very unpredictable 

but always interesting. Participants also find that propagation gradually 

improves towards late summer and autumn and remains steady into early 

winter, and then fluctuates through spring to early summer. So observing 

80m propagation during net participation over the course of a year has 

been and is quite fascinating. 

 

The most important feature of local participants’ antenna, other things            

being equal, seems to be antenna feed point height, not surprisingly. So 

local participants with feed point heights of 10m or more seem to have     

consistently better performances for local net contacts than antennas with 

lower feed points for local communications, although lower antennas do 

seem to give good performances for much of the time.  
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With such changeable propagation on 80m, the net team have been            

looking at 6m for possible future CW net activities. 

 

SRS CW net tests on 6M 

Net participants have been testing CW on 6m recently to check whether 

propagation is more consistent for local CW net contacts. Results have 

been encouraging. Signal levels between local ops are quite different to 

levels experienced between net ops on 80m, but are consistent, with very 

little QSB or lift experienced. Background noise levels seem a little higher 

for some participants but CW signals have been very steady. So 6m seems 

promising for possible future local CW local nets, but with range that is 

more limited compared to 80m. So testing is continuing. 

 

Now I want to move on to my theme for this article, which is on my own 

barriers to learning CW. There have been quite a few. 

 
My own Barriers to learning CW 

 

I’ve come across many barriers to learning CW in my 

own efforts to become proficient in using CW and 

some of our listeners have emailed the SRS net      

describing their own learning experiences. Some of 

these experiences contribute to my summary below. 

 

Please do email us at morse@g8srs.co.uk and share 

with us your own experiences of barriers in learning 

CW, and your thoughts on overcoming them. We can include your points in 

a future article.   

 

Barrier1: Lack of Confidence 

I know this barrier well. You practice a lot, have dedicated a great deal of 

time to learning CW and then sometimes you feel you’ve not made as 

much progress as you’d like. And there may be times when what you 

thought you had mastered last week, you struggle with this week. And 

sometimes after a great deal of practice you try a live CW, and you felt you 

messed up. 

 

Restoring your self-confidence can take time, but some hams find that a 

change of learning or practice methods, having a break, and starting                  

learning a particular section again can sometimes help. The search for the 

right kind of learning practice can be crucial and hams will tell you that no 

one way works for everyone. Some say that the key is in trying different   

mailto:morse@g8srs.co.uk
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methods and find which ones suit you best, and changing these from time 

to time. Many hams also say that having your first live QSOs in a friendly 

environment such as with a friendly ham, or with a net such as ours, can 

be crucial in building your self-confidence. 

 

I saw an interesting comment from another ham about learning CW. He 

said you need to be ready to pick yourself up after a fall, and do not give 

up; never give up. A wise comment I think. As we know, learning CW is not 

easy. This same ham pointed out that it can be done through effective 

learning and effective practice.  And then some more practice. 

 

Barrier 2: Being stuck in student mode 

I know this barrier too. So you do a bit more practice, aim to increase your 

speed a little, aim to make fewer errors, study more, and so on, but you 

avoid trying a live QSO. Then when you do try a live QSO the confidence 

can go, and you feel you make another mess, so you practice a bit more 

instead. So the cycle continues.  

 

Again, the friendly QSO in a friendly environment can make all the               

difference in moving into regular live QSOs. The SRS CW net could help 

with this. 

 

Barrier 3: Learning at too slow a speed 

Looking at recent CW learning experiences of many hams, a key barrier to 

learning CW at faster speeds above say 12wpm - 15 wpm is learning CW 

at too slow a speed, because the brain processes CW in a certain way at 

speeds up to about 12wpm-15wpm, but in a different way at speeds above 

this, and higher. 

 

So many experienced CW practitioners suggest that if you learned CW at a 

lower speed, and want to progress to a faster speed, that you need to             

re-learn CW in a different way.  

 

What hams have found is that if you learn CW at a speed slow enough for 

you to count the dits and dahs for each character, then this can hinder your 

future CW learning should you want to increase your CW speed. 

 

So when you hear CW in this way your brain first gathers the sequence of 

dots and dahs for each character. Then your brain looks up this sequence 

in your memory to find the character you memorised with this sequence. 

The problem is that there is clear evidence of an upper speed limit of 

around 12wpm-15wpm learning CW this way.    
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Alternatively if you learn CW at a character speed of, say, 25wpm, and 

then put large gaps between  characters and words as you start to learn 

CW, then the brain memorises the sound pattern for each character, and 

not the dots and dahs sequences. So when you hear CW the brain             

matches the sound pattern to the memorised character immediately, and 

does not need to gather the sequence, making the process much faster. 

So the brain works differently in hearing the sound pattern and matching to 

the memorised character. 

 

Barrier 4: Making excuses 

This is one of my favourites. My absolute favourite is “I’m too old”.  Of 

course, we lose brain cells as we age, and we get tired, but in normal 

healthy adults, recent research shows that we can continue to make           

associations in our brain between each CW sound patterns and characters 

well into our senior years. It just may take a little longer to reinforce with 

practice. 

 

My other excuses include “My brain can’t cope”, “My brain doesn’t work 

properly when it comes to CW”, “I’ll never get the hang of this”, “I’m             

hopeless at real QSOs”, “I’ve tried everything”, and so on.  

 

To balance this, there are now lots of CW learning resources, training 

courses and support groups online and friendly learning environments such 

as the SRS CW net. 

 

My own way of overcoming CW learning barriers 

To recap, each of us may find different ways to overcome these barriers. 

For me I vary my CW learning methods, as my brain gets a bit stale if I 

keep repeating the same methods. I also ask and email other hams for 

advice, and most say something along the lines of “Well the key is the 

three Ps, Practice, Practice, and Practice”. The tricky bit is to find the most 

effective learning methods and practice that suit you. Nowadays there are 

many training resources available. 

 

You could say that we are in a golden age for learning CW, as there are 

many CW training resources available online, such as dedicated websites, 

downloads to your device(s), YouTube videos, Facebook groups and            

Twitter feeds. There are also on air CW practice and nets, and many             

Amateur Radio clubs offer CW practice sessions.  
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Sometimes it can help when starting out to learn or refresh CW to draw up a 

CW learning plan, or you may one already, to include your target CW speed, 

timescale, and using which learning methods and resources. You can share 

this with the SRS net if you would like to, by emailing morse@g8srs.co.uk as 

sharing such ideas can often benefit others too. 

 

And Finally 

So please consider emailing the SRS CW net team with any feedback at 

morse@g8srs.co.uk with your comments or suggestions and please do tell 

us about your own CW learning experiences. If you want to try participating 

in the CW net, please email to let the CW net team know.  

 

If you are a non-member, you could consider joining SRS and enjoy many of 

the other nets and club benefits. 

Teatime Morse with Bernard & Tom 

 Days: Daily  

 Time: 4pm local time (15.00 GMT) 

 Frequency: 3.564 MHz +/- QRM 

 Email: morse@g8srs.co.uk 

 SRS info phone: 07506 904422 

 

 WAV files from all sessions:  www.g8srs.co.uk/cw-net-wav-files 

 SRS Morse page: www.g8srs.co.uk/morse 

 Tea Time Morse Session Summary: www.g8srs.co.uk/cw-nets-during-

covid-19/ 

 Tea Time Morse Articles: www.g8srs.co.uk/qua-articles-morse/ 

 Tea Time Morse Radcom Article: www.g8srs.co.uk/radcom-articles/ 

 RSGB Morse Code pages: https://rsgb.org/main/operating/morse/ 

 Jodrell Bank WebSDR: https://www.g0xbu.co.uk/home 

 

 

So until the next time, best wishes to all SRS Members and non-Members. 

 

73,  

 

David M0WDD 
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